DINOSAURS
Let’s Go on a Dinosaur Dig
Lyrics
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Let’s go on a dinosaur dig. What tools should I bring?
I know I’ll need a camera to take pictures of everything.
A tape measure I will use to check the distances between
the fossils I find on the ground or by a big ravine.

My dad will bring his jackhammer to remove those large, hard rocks
and a geological hammer that will help him with smaller spots.
I will use a little brush to remove some sand and dust.
Once the rock has been removed, this tool is quite a must.

If we find a fragile bone, I know just what to do.
We’ll wrap the bone in foil or maybe some tissue.
Some plaster of paris we will add in order to protect
the bone from breaking while we try to complete this tough project.

A magnifying glass I’ll take and keep right by my side.
I’ll look at teeth or small fossils that I hope we will find.
Now, if we find a huge amount of fossils in the ground,
we might need ropes and pulleys to move them all around.

Let’s go on a dinosaur dig. I know what tools I’ll bring.
Let’s go on a dinosaur dig with supplies and everything.
Let’s go on a dinosaur dig. My tools are now all packed.
A paleontologist I will be. I think I have the knack!